NAPSters (PRF-NAPS correspondents)

**Biafra Ahanonu**
@syscarut
Stanford University, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Mark Schnitzer
“Gentlemen, you can’t have unpleasantness in here! This is the Pain Room!”

**Titilola Akintola**
@Lola_carissa
University of Maryland, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Luana Colloca
“All in your head?: another look at placebos & facial pain.”

**Catherine Paré**
@lmCatherinePare
McGill University, Canada / Supervisor: Dr. Michael Sullivan
“Everything hurts and I might be dying: The painful story of catastrophizing.”

**Andy Tay**
@AndyTKP or @andytkp2017
Stanford University, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Nicholas Melosh
“Materials engineering for pain modulation.”

**Sarasa Tohyama**
@SarasaTohyama
University of Toronto, Canada / Supervisor: Dr. Mojgan Hodaie
“A hole in your brain will not make your pain go away.”

**Kyle Vader**
@vader_kyle
Queen’s University, Canada / Supervisor: Dr. Jordan Miller
“How can we ‘up our game’ when it comes to chronic pain management in primary health care?!”
**Ali Alsouhibani**
@Ali_Alsouhibani
Marquette University, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Marie Hoeger Bement
“The effects of exercise on centrally mediated pain: does the tuning fork tell us enough?!”

**Abid Azam**
@OneMindWanderer
York University, Canada / Supervisor: Dr. Joel Katz
“Pain is really stressful, so you should practice meditation, hypnosis, and stick needles in your ear.”

**Fleur Baert**
@fleurasinfleur
Ghent University, Belgium / Supervisor: Dr. Tine Vervoort
“My child is in pain and it’s not fair!”

**Katrina Cordts**
@katipoppert
Oregon Health & Science University, USA / Supervisors: Drs. Anna C. Wilson & Amy Holley
“Dear Diary: Having a parent with pain is a pain.”

**Yarim De La Luz-Cuellar**
@atarii_cuellar
Center for Research & Advanced Studies of the National Polytechnic Institute, Mexico / Supervisor: Dr. Vinicio Granados-Soto
“Please, don’t tell my rats that my mom also has fibromyalgia...”

**Shahrzad Ghazisaeidi**
@Shahrzadghs
University of Toronto, Canada / Supervisor: Dr. Michael Salter
“Pain, Sex and Epigenome!”
Nicholas Giordano
@dvcipm
Defense and Veterans Center for Integrative Pain Management, USA / Supervisors: Drs. Krista Beth Highland & Trip Buckenmaier
“Early application of regional anesthesia associated with improved patient-reported pain outcomes long after combat injury.”

Diana Goode
@Diana77892840
University of New England, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Derek Molliver
“Wait, mitochondria is more than just the powerhouse of the cell!”

Caroline Hinkle
@hinkle_carly
University of Maryland, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Raimi Quiton
“Optimists feel more pain, so go ahead and expect the worst.”

Kwo Wei Ho
@kwoweih0
University of Florida, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Roger B. Fillingim
“It hurts? Don’t blame the doctor.”

Mark Landy
@MarkLandy3
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, USA / Supervisors: Drs. Helen Lai & J. Johnson
“Tis but a scratch! A mere flesh wound won’t stop my pain-free mice.”

Grace Mosley
@runDRG
Icahn School of Medicine, USA / Supervisor: Dr. James Iatridis
“I couldn’t ask my rats to rate their back pain 1-10, so I poked them and looked at what genes were turned on instead.”
Jamie Moy
@JamieKMoy
University of Pittsburgh, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Michael S Gold
“Of mice and men: the excitable neuron.”

Chung Jung Mun
@Dr_Moon90
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, USA / Supervisors: Drs. Claudia Campbell & P. Finan
“Sleep better and you will feel less pain and have less need for opioids.”

Helen Rodgers
@HMRodgers4
East Carolina University, USA / Supervisors: Drs. Kori Brewer & S. Clemens
“Morphine gets its mojo back, with a little help from its dopaminergic friends.”

Matthiew Sapio
@MattSapio
National Institutes of Health, USA / Supervisors: Drs. Andrew J. Mannes & M. Iadarola
“Jumpstarting pain drug development with a few petabytes of data”

Saurab Sharma
@link_physio
University Of Otago, New Zealand / Supervisors: Drs. J. Haxby Abbott & M.P. Jensen
“Pain at the top of the world.”

Tayler Sheahan
@shea_tay
University of Pittsburgh, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Sarah E. Ross
“They’re going the distance: Spinal projection neurons that relay pain and itch to the brain.”
Richard Slivicki  
@Rslivicki  
Washington University in Saint Louis, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Robert W. Gereau  
“Peripheral cannabinoids for pain: reefer without the madness?" 

Larissa Strath  
@larissastrath  
The University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Robert Sorge  
“When you eat bad food, your body gets mad and wants to hurt you.” 

Angel Torrado-Carvajal  
@Angel_TC  
Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, USA / Supervisor: Dr. Marco L Loggia  
“Unveiling chronic pain biomarkers and objective diagnosis through means of artificial intelligence.” 

Perri Tutelman  
@PerriTutelman  
Dalhousie University, Canada / Supervisor: Dr. Christine Chambers  
“When you survive cancer, a headache isn’t just a headache.” 

Morika Williams  
@MorikaWilliams  
North Carolina State University, USA / Supervisor: Dr. B. Duncan X. Lascelles  
“Wow, babies do actually feel pain! And believe it or not it can be a pain in the butt later on too.” 

Pau-Yen Wu  
@yenwuyen  
University of Kansas Medical Center, USA / Supervisors: Drs. Julie A. Christianson & D. Wright  
“How can stressful events ruin a mouse’s life.”